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 Our new office is in the factory where Seneca glass was manufactured. The 

building is full of character and charm, but anytime you are dealing with older 

repurposed buildings there are several challenges. Often the elements that make it so 

appealing are the same elements that create obstacles. We called architect Michael 

Mills of Mills Group, LLC, who specializes in the restoration of historic buildings and 

adaptive reuse, to evaluate our space. “WV LIVING’s space needed to function on 

many levels. Writers needed a place to concentrate, the office manager needed an 

efficient spot to deal with the day-to-day operations of the office, interns needed 

workspace, and the editor needed a private area where she could work. One of the 

biggest priorities was creating enough storage for magazines, supplies, and staging 

materials, while branding the magazine’s aesthetics,” says Michael. “We had to 

At WV LIVING Magazine, we clock quite a bit of 

time in the office. So when we recently moved from 

our small incubator space to a much larger loft-like 

one at the Seneca Center on Beechurst Avenue in 

Morgantown, we wanted to create an inviting and 

organized office that would capture the mission and 

look of our magazines. While we know how to create 

publications, when it came to office design and 

organization, we brought in a team of professionals 

to help—and of course, we documented the process. 
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The walls, built by Sarel Venter of 
Adventures in Elegance, were carried into 
the space. He brought his own artistic 
craft to the details of the walls. 
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contend with large oak posts, high lofted ceilings, exposed brick walls, and the 

fact that they were already working in the space and couldn’t be disturbed by a 

large amount of construction.”

 The Mills Group recommended adding free-standing walls to create a 

storage room and brought in Sarel Venter of Adventures in Elegance in Grafton, 

who built two panelized wing walls and transported them in four pieces. He 

topped the walls with dentil moulding crafted out of drywall.  If we were ever to 

move or expand, the walls could go with us. “We always promote sustainable 

projects and waste management, so building the freestanding walls off-site 

protected the indoor air quality during construction,” explains Michael. “The 

walls aren’t permanent so they can be reused and reconfigured as space needs 

change. I believe that preservation, restoration, and adaptive reuse is the most 

environmentally sustainable act that we can do as stewards of the earth.”

 From the onset of the project, professional organizer Julie Mills of All 

Squared Away lent her expertise in the finer points of making the office smart 

and functional. She saved us time and money by guiding us on the selection 

of multi-functional office furniture, the creation of a mail-sorting center, and 

optimal storage and filing solutions. “Being organized is not about being perfect, 

it is about finding a system that works for you,” she says. ““When it comes to 

the ‘game of organization,’ it can be played one of three ways: keep up, catch 

up, or give up.  Because of the unpredictability of life, many people become 

situationally disorganized.” 

 Julie advised us to step back and analyze the layout of our workspace to 

determine what changes were needed to optimize productivity. “The key is to 

minimize distractions and maximize the work flow process,” she says. “When 

undergoing a massive organizational project I often encourage clients to ask 

friends and family members to help,” Julie says. “Begin with a plan to determine 

your needs.  Start small and set realistic expectations.  Getting organized is a 

systematic process.  Having systems in place ensures a no-fail way to achieve 

your organizing goals.”

Mason jars, antique silver pedestals, 
and old dishes are the perfect place to 
store small office supplies. We labeled 
our mailboxes and jars of supplies with 
Provencal self-adhesive labels.

“Before you wallpaper, make 
sure you size the walls,” says 
Sharon Holcomb of I DO.

Salvaged stained glass windows 
allow light to filter in but screen 
less-than-perfect views.

Free-standing walls and fabric curtains gave us much needed storage space.
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Start Small.  
The clutter and chaos did not happen overnight, nor will it 
disappear that easily. Enlist assistance from family members, 
friends, neighbors, or a professional.

Change Your Behaviors.
Evaluate your past behaviors and commit to making lifestyle 
changes.  Only purchase what you need, when you need it.   
Practice the “One In/One Out” Rule.  When you bring in one 
item, another item must go out.  Several times throughout 
the year, donate what you are not using to local charities or 
consider a consignment shop. 

Create Habits and Routines.  
Practice, “A place for everything and everything in its place.”  
If you habitually place your car keys in the same place every 
day, you will not waste time searching for them.  

Determine Your “Organizing Style.”  
Think about your learning style to determine the best way to 
organize items in your home or office.  Are you kinesthetic, 
visual, or auditory?  Find simple solutions that will enhance 
the way that you live or work in a space.

Categorize and Contain.  
Store like items with like items. Store items within items.  
Place a suitcase under a bed with blankets inside. Use a 
picnic basket to store magazines.

Set Up Systems.  Think, 
“Work Triangle.” 
 A work triangle is the shortest walking distance between 
the three main working sites.  In an office environment, place 
your desk, computer, and work files within reach of one 
another to maximize your efficiency. As for paperwork and 
files, think vertically.  Never store files horizontally in paper 
trays because they will become buried beneath piles.  

Think Outside of the Box.  
Repurpose items such as old mason jars for buttons, old 
wooden slatted produce boxes for shelves, or even antique 
trunks for blankets or toys.  These items are unique, serve a 
purpose, and add instant flare to your space.

 We took Julie’s advice to enlist family members and friends to 

finish off our space. My mother, Sharon Holcomb of I DO, covered the 

freestanding walls with oversized damask wallpaper. She transformed the 

back wall with a staple gun and six yards of decorator’s fabric. “Instead 

of creating a doorway into the storage room, we covered a two-inch 

galvanized pipe with a curtain in complementary fabric,” Sharon says. 

“The curtain pulls back to allow for easy access to boxes and large 

items.” Sharon took the same fabric and made a skirt for under the 

bathroom sink to hide unsightly cleaning and painting supplies. “Fabric is 

a great way to soften a room,” she says.

 Final touches to the office included oversized posters of past issues 

of the magazines as artwork, a large red crystal chandelier, oversized 

comfortable seating for guests, and décor culled from items featured in 

the magazine, and of course— the pièce de résistance—our WV LIVING 

sign! If you want to see our new office in person, feel free to stop by.

 
The Mills Group and its staff have extensive experience with existing 
buildings and downtown revitalizations throughout West Virginia and 
the Mid-Atlantic Region. Their past experience includes work on 
contributing to historic buildings, design for contextual infill, adaptive 
reuse, façade revitalizations, and downtown planning.  

THE MILLS GROUP; 206 HIGH STREET, MORGANTOWN, WV 26505; 304.296.1010;  
INFO@MILLSGROUP.BIZ; WWW.MILLSGROUP.BIZ

Sarel Venter, of Adventures in Elegance Studios, is an architectural 
artist. He installs his designs as permanent architectural detail in 
homes and commercial spaces.

ADVENTURES IN ELEGANCE STUDIOS; 306 BEECH STREET,GRAFTON, WEST VIRGINIA 26354; 
304.265.3366; SAREL@ADVENTURESINELEGANCE.COM

Julie Mills is a professional organizer and owner of All Squared Away. 
Services include business and residential organizing, consulting, 
training, and educational seminars. 

ALL SQUARED AWAY; 304-698-AWAY (2929); JMILLS@ALLSQUAREDAWAY.COM;  
WWW.ALLSQUAREDAWAY.COM

Sharon Holcomb of I DO is an interior decorator specializing in homes, 
businesses, and weddings.
 I DO; 304.437.1855. 
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By Julie Mills 

We removed the existing carpet to 

expose the narrow-plank original 

flooring. Ron Holcomb meticulously 

installs the easy-to-replace carpet 

squares at the entrance of the office.
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